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Kids play detective as they track down dozens of hidden objects! Children ages 4Â and upÂ will

enjoy tons of fun as they exploreÂ  24 double-page scenes filled with exciting-to-findÂ concealed

objects. From a whimsical circus setting to a backyard clean-up scene, these brain-tickling

landscapes will captivate the kids. Clues and answers are provided. Each picture can be colored in,

too!
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The author and illustrator of more than 1,000 children's books, Tony Tallarico got his start in comics

in 1953, penciling and self-inking stories for such publishers as Charlton, Trojan, and the David C.

Cook Publishing Company. His popular creations include the Where Are They? series, which has

sold more than 15 million copies in a dozen languages. Tony also created the first black hero comic

book, Lobo, and and the first political satire comic book, The Great Society Comic Book.

Although I read most of the reviews, I was still a little disappointed in the size of the book. Pics are

black and white. I think the directions are a little difficult for a 4 year old to read. I've included a

picture of one of the pages. Sorry that there is a shadow but the directions say to look for 5 flowers

and 14 other objects in this picture. Really? 14 other objects? They aren't really hidden either. But



for the price, I guess it's not too bad.

The books arrived promptly and in good order. Remember that these are little books and not

necessarily for little children. The books are paperback but they are only 4.25" wide and 5.75" high.

They are nice for children who are older than 6 or 7 but, in my opinion, they are way too small for

children that are any younger than that. These books were perfect for my needs as my 6 year old

grandson is taking a long trip by train (with his parents of course) but he gets bored easily so these

little books should keep his mind active and he loves to solve math problems and picture puzzles. I

would recommend but remember that these are very small books.

This is a great little book - about 1/2 the size of a sheet of paper. Fits perfectly in the car or my

purse for an activity at the doctor's office or out to eat. Best for ages 6 and up, in my opinion, as

some of the pics are a little too detailed for the younger kids. My 7 year old really likes this book and

will do a few pics at a time. Great purchase at around a dollar!

I myself have loved hidden picture books since I was a very young child, so naturally I bought this

for my little girl's. It's as shown, paperback and is somewhat small which I was expecting as I looked

at the dimensions. It's black and white and indeed has plenty of cool hidden objects and if the child

cannot read yet, you can read to them how many to find and help them. I believe books like this and

similar one's are brain and eye food and is definitely an artistic expression that I find extremely

clever. I'm very glad I bought it and will continue to buy books, especially one's like this one.

I love the little coloring books, especially the stained window ones, but this is a waste of money.

Many of the images in the pictures are small or downright tiny. Not at all suitable for the youngest

because they won't yet have sufficient eye/hand control. Also not suitable for gels, as they bleed

through. If you want small books for travel/convenience I suggest the stained glass series, some of

them are even good for the youngest aspiring artist.

These books are much smaller than I thought they would be. Around 4 x 6 inches I would guess.

This actually worked out as I bought them for my granddaughter to use on and airplane so they did

not take up much room. My granddaughter used them so I would recommend.

I swear I did read the reviews before buying, but somehow did not see how tiny this book is--the



book is only a bit bigger than an index card! Too small I think to be effectively colored in by a child,

as it's hard to hold the book open. The tiny size and lack of color made this a non-starter for my

almost 4-year old. Maybe he'll be interested when he's older, though.

Small pictures and typed font make it a bit challenging, but it's fun and small enough to take to

restaurants to occupy our children while they wait for food. I recommend for age 5+
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